17. M. Cardenas, Tec. Agropec. 2, 36 (1956); H.
10.
10.D.D.S. S.
Correll,
Correll,
The Potato
The Potato
and Its Wild
and RelaIts Wild RelaBriicher, Zuchter 24, 281 (1954); Sitzungsber.
tives (Texas Research Foundation, Renner,
Deut. Akad. Landwirtschaftswiss. Berlin 7,

1962).

11. J. G. Hawkes, Annu. Rep. Scot. Plant Breed.
Sta. (1963).

12. C. Ochoa, Los Solanum Tuberiferos Silvestres
del Peru (Lima, 1962).

13. K. S. Dodds, in The Potato and Its Wild
Relatives (Texas Research Foundation, Ren-

per, 1962).

14. J. G. Hawkes, Proc. Linn. Soc. London 166,
97 (1956).

15. D. Ugent, thesis, University of Wisconsin

(1966).
16. Compare the lists of synonyms given by J.
G. Hawkes (11) and D. S. Correll (10).

44 (1958).

18. V. A. Rybin, Proc. U.S.S.R. Congr., Genetics

21. H. H. Iltis, personal communication.
22. A portion of this study was undertaken at
the University of Wisconsin and was sup-

3, 467 (1929).

19. S. M. Bukasov, Phylogeny of the Cultivated
Potato Species (Sofia, 1968).
20. E. P. Lanning, Peru before the Incas (Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1967); whereas there may have been sporadic, accidental
contracts between Melanesia and America

either before or after the arrival of the

Hagen,
Hagen, Realm
Realm of
of the
the IncaS
IncaS(Mentor,
(Mentor,New
New

York, 1961).

Mongolian immigrants, such meetings (if
deed they occurred) have had apparently
or no impact on the mainstream of Indian
culture in Latin America (compare V. W. von
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the
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Communication in the

Physical and the Social Sciences
The processes of disseminating and assimilating
information differ in these two groups of sciences.
William D. Garvey, Nan Lin, Carnot E. Nelson

which
whichcritical
criticalstages
stages
associated
associated
with
with
the the

production
productionofofarticles
articles
eventually
eventually
pub-published
lished in
in"core"
"core"
journals
journals
(4) (4)
occurred.
occurred.
The graphs of Fig. 1, part A, illustrate the times when authors (A-I) began the work reported in the articles;
(A-2) completed the work; (A-3) began
first drafts of the manuscripts; and
(A-4) submitted the manuscripts to the
journals that published them. Each
stage of this process-from the inception of work to its publication-occurred closer to the time of publication for' the physical sciences than for
the social sciences.

In the
the last
last quarter
quarterof
ofaacentury
centurythe
the (2)
(2) has
has been
beendone
donetotoexplore
explore
scientific
scientific
The graphs of Fig. 1, part B, illusscientific
scientific community
communityhas
hasconcerned
concerneditit- communication activities in several distrate the points where lags in the procself increasingly
increasingly with
withthe
theflood
floodofofscisci- ciplines, and it is now generally recogess occurred. The major lag (B-1) reentific
entific information,
information,initially
initiallyemphasizemphasiz- nized that the scientific literature, while
lates to the actual conduct of the work,
ing the
the need
need for
for improving
improvingthe
thedistribudistribu-a crucial medium, is only one facet ofeach group requiring a year, on the
tion,
tion, storage,
storage, and
and retrieval
retrievalof
ofscientific
scientificthe overall process of disseminating and
average, to complete it. Graph B-2
shows that little time is wasted between
literature. About a decade ago, howassimilating scientific information. Acever, a number of scientists challenged tive researchers rely heavily upon incompletion of the work and the initiathis emphasis. One such scientist, Bent-formal media for information crucial to
tion of first drafts of the manuscripts;
ley Glass, called for a more eclectic ap- their continuing research.
the lag (2 months) is identical for the
proach to improving scientific communi- These findings, greatly generalized two
in groups. Graph B-3 shows the interval between the time the authors started
cation (1): "In light of the very largerecent years, have left the impression
sums of money-to say nothing of thethat, regardless of the discipline, all scitheir manuscripts and the time they
time and the skilled labor-expended entists exhibit identical patterns of comsubmitted them to the journals that

annually on the indexing and abstract- munication behavior and therefore have
published them; these intervals were
ing of the scientific literature and on thesimilar problems. The research con- longer for social science articles (7
development of new methods of record-ducted at Johns Hopkins and reported
months) than for physical science arti-

ing and retrieving information, it

here provides, we believe, evidence on
cles (4 months). Graph B-4 shows that
which to reevaluate that impression.the lags between time of submission of
This article focuses on differences beways in which representative scientists
the manuscript and time of publication
in practice find out about the existence
tween the physical and the social sciare generally the second longest lags
of scientific work that is crucial to the
ences regarding three major factors in
as-the process. The physical scientists
sociated with the dissemination and
development of their own research."
reported publication lags 4 months
Since Glass's remark, much research assimilation of scientific information:
shorter than those reported by the
social scientists.
(i) lags in the process of information
The authors are, respectively, professor of
psychology, assistant professor of social relations,
flow; (ii) the organization and effective-Owing to these longer lags associated
and assistant professor of psychology at The Johns
Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland, and
ness of informal networks; and (iii) the
with publication of social science artidirector, assistant director, and research associate
transfer of information from the incles, the social scientists, it was found,
at the university's Center for Research in Scientific Communication.
formal to the formal domain (3).
started disseminating oral or written
seemed desirable to examine the actual
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prepublication reports of the main content of their articles earlier (28 months

before journal publication) than the
physical scientists did (16 months before publication). Typically, the social
scientist also continued his prepublication reporting over a longer period
(13 months, as compared to 7 months
for the physical scientist).
While most authors disseminated
their work in the form of informal re-

A. Prepublicatioh Schedule of Work on Articles
Publication)

2. Time Work Was Completed (Months Prior to
I

Publication)

3. Time First Drafts of Manuscripts Were

4. Time Manuscripts Were Submitted to
Journals (Months Prior to Publication)

B. Time Lags Associated With Production of

in a journal, 83 percent of the physicalI.

science authors did so, as compared

Articles

Time to Complete Work (Months)

to 72 percent of the social science authors. Therefore, the physical scientists

2.Time Between Completion of Work and

produced more prepublication reports

3. Time Between Starting and Submitting
Manuscript to Publishing Journal (Months)

Once a scientist starts writing his
journal-article manuscript, he usually

III IIIIIII I II

Started (Months Prior to Publication)

ports at least once before publicationJournal

than the social scientists did, and in a
shorter period.

LLL r r:L LI~ i L. L L

I. Time Work Was Initiated (Months Prior to

Starting Manuscripts (Months)

mm

4. Time Between Submitting Manuscript and
Journal Publication (Months)
0

makes no more prepublication reports.

5

10

15

This delay (9 months for the physical
scientists and 15 months for the social

20

25

32

Months

Fig. 1. Prepublication schedule of work and time lags associated with production of

scientists) impresses us as one of the
journal articles. (Broken bar) Physical sciences; (solid bar) social sciences.
more important consequences of information lags, since the scientific public
has no access to the information during
ing the first year after the meeting. lished a disproportionately large numthe interval between the time of the
Much of the time lag associated with
ber of manuscripts previously rejected
last prepublication report and the the
time
publication of material presented at by other journals (see Fig. 2, graph
of journal publication.
social science meetings resulted from B-2). Social science "core" journals
Interval between presentation ofthe
mahigh rate of manuscript rejection.
published previously rejected manuterial at meetings and journal publicaAnother study, concerned with manu- scripts almost six times as often as phystion. Another series of studies concernscripts initially rejected by other jour- ical science "core" journals did. The
nals and later published in the "core" fact that many of the previously reing lags in the system traced the journalpublication fate of material presented
journals of a particular discipline, pro- jected manuscripts in the social sciences
vided additional data on the effect of
at national meetings. Graph A-1 of Fig.
had been rejected by several journals
2, which gives the percentages of manuscript
aurejection upon time lag. before being accepted for publication
thors who submitted presentation-based
Social science "core" journals pub-resulted in an average delay of 8
manuscripts to journals within a year
after the meetings, shows that over
A.Publication of Presentation - Based
half the physical science and social
Manuscripts (One Year After Meeting)

science authors did so.

1. Meeting-Presentation
Graph A-2 of Fig. 2 shows the per-

Authors Submitting

=

m

m

m

m

=

m

I

m

Manuscripts

centages of meeting presentations published within a year after the meetings.
2. Meeting-

Presentation Authors Publishing

Their Work
More than a third of the physical science meeting presentations had been
3. Submitted Manuscripts
published, as compared to only one-

sixth to one-fifth of the social science

presentations.
Graph A-3 shows the percentages of

submitted manuscripts that had been

LT L1 I C t l _ :- LL w

B.Journal Non-Acceptance of Manuscripts
1. Submitted Manuscripts Not Accepted by One
or More Journals (One Year After Meeting)

published, and here one sees clearly
2.
the effect of the longer publication lag

in the social sciences.

Published

III

I

I

Articles Published in Core Journals Previously
Not Accepted by One or More Journals

E
Delay in publication resulting from 3. Rejected Manuscripts Which Received More
manuscript rejection. Rejection of sub- Than One Rejection Before Publication
mitted manuscripts produced consider0 10 20
30 40 50 60
able lags in the information-flow process. Graph B- 1 of Fig. 2 shows the perPercentage
centages of presentation-based manuFig. 2. Publication status of manuscr
scripts which were submitted to, but
1 year after the meeting, and data
rejected by, one or more journals dur- Physical sciences; (solid bar) social sc
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Next, let us examine the lags assoarated manuscripts rejected at least
months before publication for social
once before publication from manuciated with publication of manuscripts
science manuscripts as compared to 4
that had been rejected by one or more
months for previously rejected physical scripts that had never been rejected.
First, let us consider the articles that
journals prior to acceptance by anscience manuscripts (Fig. 2, graph B-3).
Overall lags in the dissemination proc- had never been rejected. While the in- other journal. The interval between
ess. In Fig. 3 we summarize these find- tervals between completion of the work first (unsuccessful) and final (successful) submission is 7 months for the
ings. The diagram shows the sequence
and initiation of the writing of the
social sciences and 3 months for the
of events associated with the publicamanuscript and between initiation of
physical sciences.
tion of articles in "core" journals and
the writing and submission of the
the times (in average number of
manuscript for publication appear iden- Moreover, the period between submonths after initiation of the work retical for the social and the physical mission of previously rejected manusciences, the total interval between sub-scripts to the publishing journals and
ported) at which they occurred. In
analyzing the lags associated with the
publication is longer for manuscripts in
mission of a manuscript and publicapublished articles for each group of tion is considerably greater for the so- the social sciences. (For both the physisciences (physical and social), we sep- cial sciences.
cal and the social sciences, this period
was, on the average, 1 month longer
than the corresponding period for
manuscripts with no history of rejection.
Social sciences
Physical sciences
The previously rejected manuscripts apWork initiated
parently required more editorial processing.)
I
.

In summary, it is the systemic structure of the current process of disseminating material in the social sciences

I
I

5

(not an individual's lethargy or inef-

I

ficiency) that mainly accounts for the
longer lags in the social sciences.

Organization and Effectiveness

IC

I-1

of Informal Networks

C,)

I.

cc

Prepublication dissemination of the

0

main content of published articles. During a period that begins 26 months be-

E

-o
a)

IC

fore journal publication for social scientists and 16 months before journal

5

publication for physical scientists, most

0

C)

authors disseminate the main content
of their articles in various informal

0

ways. Our studies revealed that the

.4-,

cr

20

social scientists are less active than the

E

physical scientists in this regard.
In reporting their work, the two
groups used the various informal media
differently. Both groups reported their
work more frequently at national meet-

C,

a,
cn
U)

25

ings than at any other kind of widely
attended meeting; a third of the physical
scientists and a sixth of the social scientists used this medium. Social scientists

.pI

Journal
30

publication

Journal

publication

used meetings of local, state, or region-

al societies almost as often as they

I

35

37

I
Journal

publication

used national meetings, and twice as
often as physical scientists did. Physical
scientists reported their work at international meetings four times as often
as social scientists did, and also reported it more often before small, select
groups (such as colloquia and invitational conferences). When the informal

medium chosen was the prepublication
~~~~~~~I ~~II
written report, the form chosen by
physical scientists
was usually the
techFig. 3. Dissemination schedule for work reported
in journal
articles
for
and social sciences.
nical report, whereas that chosen by
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social scientists was generally the thesis

A. Attendants' Premeeting Familiarity With Presentation-

or dissertation.

Authors' Work

Authors who distributed prepublication reports before submitting a manuscript to a journal often received feed-

I. Familia.rity With Author's Earlier Work

2.Familiarity With Content of At Least One SamplePresentation

back leading to modification of the

manuscript. More social scientists than
physical scientists modified their manuscripts as a result of feedback from pre-

3.Knew Author's Work Was in Progress Before Meeting
4. Had Heard An Author Make an Oral Report of His
Presentation Material

NC=

U
publication reports, but the modifica- 5. Had Read a Written Report of an Author's Presentation
UI
tions made by the social scientists were
Material
more often changes of style and orga6. Had Read an Abstract of at Least One of the Sample
Presentations
nization than substantive changes such
as reanalysis of data, redefinition of
B.Attendants' Contact With Meeting-Presentation Authors
concepts, or revision of interpretation.
In both groups one author in five made I.Contacted Authors at Meeting
substantive changes because of feed2, Contacted Authors after Meeting
back from prepublication reports.

Over half of the authors in each

C. Requests for Copies of Meeting Presentations

.

1. Authors Who Received Requests
group distributed preprints (prepublication drafts of their manuscripts),
2. Requestors Who Received Copies of Presentations
primarily to colleagues working in the

areas treated in their articles. The sec-

--

-

LMOK.JNB-i

rl MKCI ~C

IIII

I

M

3. Requestors Who Received Copies and Had Read Them

ond major group of recipients of such
t00
40 60 80
o 20
drafts was comprised of people acPercentage
quainted with the author's earlier work
Fig. 4. Data on the attendants' familiarity, prior to a meeting, with the earlier work of
who had requested copies of future
authors making presentations, on the degree of meeting-associated contact with authors,
manuscripts as soon as they were avail- and on requests for copies of meeting presentations. (Broken bar) Physical sciences;
able. The size of this group reflects the (solid bar) social sciences.
effectiveness of previous prepublication
networks; over one-fourth of the au-

thors who distributed preliminary
ending with the most general audience.
drafts did so because of such requests. The sequence associated with the physi-

Only 70 percent of the social scientists,
as compared to 84 percent of the physical scientists, were acquainted with the
"Formally" organized preprint-exchange cal sciences is as follows: thesis commain content of the articles before they
groups constitute only a minor medium mittee meeting; written thesis; reports
for the exchange of preprints; fewer to contracting agencies; in-housewere
oralpublished in journals.
Premeeting dissemination of material
than one author in 12 routinely distrib- reports; colloquia within the author's
presented
at national meetings. The
utes preprints through such groups.
institution; in-house written reports;
colSocial science authors modified their
national meeting is the major occasion
loquia outside the author's institution;
scientific or technical committee meeton which scientists report their work
manuscripts because of feedback from
to large audiences before publishing it.
distribution of preprints more often
ings; local, state, or regional meetings;
We turn now to the authors' dissemithan physical scientists did. The like- published proceedings; technical reports;
invitational conferences; national meetlihood of receiving worthwhile sugnation of their presentation material
gestions for modifying their manu- ings; and international meetings. For prior
the to the national meeting. We found
that more physical scientists than soscripts before submitting them to the social sciences this dissemination proccial scientists (75 percent as comrugged editorial process in the social ess required more time (80 percent
pared with 66 percent) reported their
sciences may well account for the somore), and the sequence of events
work on such occasions. Half the aucial scientists' reliance on this inseemed much less systematic than it
formal network.
did for the physical sciences-the flowthors in both groups had made premeeting written reports of the work preStructure of the prepublication dis- of information in the informal domain
sented at the meeting, but physical scisemination process. The informal net- seemed far less organized.
works for the flow of information in
entists had more often reported their
Prepublication assimilation of the
mainacontent of journal articles. Up to work orally. The premeeting written
the physical sciences appear to have
tighter structure and a more sequential
this point we have been discussing thereports of physical scientists were more
orderliness than do the corresponding
effects of prepublication dissemination often technical reports, whereas those
networks in the social sciences. When

of information on authors. We also in-

of the social scientists were more often

theses or dissertations. Premeeting oral
the effects on others working
we studied the sequence in whichvestigated
the
reports were mainly in the form of colthe same field (5). We found that
various prepublication media are in
typi-

most scientists working in the author's loquia for both groups, but physical scically used in the dissemination process,
entists used this medium more frearea had some familiarity with the
we found that this process is shorter
for the physical than for the social sciquently.
work described before the article apences, and that, for the physical sci- peared in a journal. However, prepub- The outstanding difference between
the two groups was the fact that the
ences, the pattern of information dis-lication dissemination of information
physical scientists made more presemination is almost perfectly logical, appeared less effective in the social
meeting reports than the social scienbeginning with the most specific and sciences than in the physical sciences.
1169
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tists did, and made them on a greater
variety of occasions, notwithstanding

the fact that the interval between com-

presentations before attending the sam- Transfer of Information from the

ple session. Curiously enough, the so- Informal
cial scientists, who were less familiar

to the Formal Domain

In the scientific communication syswith the presentation material before
pletion of the work presented and the
time of the meeting was much shorter the
in meeting than the physical scientists tems we have studied, information first
flows through the informal domain and
were, had read fewer abstracts.
the case of the physical scientists.
then, following some development, to
Premeeting assimilation of informa- These findings about prior acthe formal domain, where it becomes
quaintance with presentation material
tion presented at national meetings. Figgenuinely public and archival. We turn
suggest important differences in the inure 4 presents data relating to the efformal networks associated with the
now to the process of transferring infectiveness of the premeeting informal

formation from the informal to the
disciplines under study. Of the two
dissemination of information for peoformal domain.
groups,
the
physical
scientists
dissemiple who attended the actual presentation
Postmeeting dissemination of matenate information more intensively, in a
at the meeting (6).
shorter period of time and more effec- rial presented at national meetings. At
Graph A-1 of Fig. 4 shows the perthe time of the national meeting, over
tively.
centage of individuals who attended
90 percent of the authors of presentaInformation-exchange
activities
at,
the presentation ("attendants") who
and resulting from, the meetings. Thus, tions in the two groups planned to diswere familiar with the author's earlier
work-work done prior to that report- as one would expect, the information- seminate their presentation material in
written form, and most-79 percent of
ed at the meeting. More physical scien- exchange activities associated with
tists than social scientists were acmeetings of the physical scientists and the physical science and 74 percent of
the social scientists differ. The social
the social science authors-planned to
quainted with the author's earlier of
work.
disseminate the material through jourscientists
These attendants may have learned
of generally seek information at
nal publication. Many authors had
meetings
it through such formal channels
as more arduously. The graphs of
started
writing their presentation-based
Fig.
4,
part
B,
show
the
percentages
journal articles.
of
attendants
who
established
contact
articles
at the time of the meeting, and
The remaining graphs in Fig. 4, part
some submitted them to journals within
with
authors at the meeting and who
A, present data on the attendants'
faa few weeks after the meeting.
corresponded with authors afterward.
miliarity, acquired before the meeting
Thethe
social scientists showed greater ac-We have already touched on the exthrough informal channels, with
tent to which these plans for journal
tivity
material presented there. Graph
A-2 on both counts than the physical
scientists did.
publication had been fulfilled 1 year
shows the percentage of attendants
familiar before the meeting withThe
theremaining graphs of Fig. 4 pre-after the meeting (see Fig. 2, part A).
sent data pertaining to requests authorsOver half of both the physical science
content of at least one of the sample
presentations (6). More physical received
scien- for copies of the text of theirand the social science authors submitted
presentation.
Graph C-1 shows that their presentation-based manuscripts to
tists than social scientists reported
such
more social science than physical sci-journals during the first year after the
familiarity.
meeting; this amounted to 70 percent
ence authors received such requests.
The next three graphs of Fig. 4 preDistribution of copies of presentation of those in each group who, at the
sent information on the various types
texts evidently was a major dissemina- time of the meeting, had planned disof such acquaintance. Graph A-3 shows
tion activity associated with meetings; semination through journal publication.
the percentage of attendants who, before
authors received on the average five
The data also show the difficulty
hearing the presentations at the meetsocial scientists encountered in transrequests, and some authors received
ing, knew of the authors and knew that
more than 200.
ferring information from the informal
their work was in progress. Such "perGraph C-2 shows that the social scito the formal domain. Within 1 year
sonal" acquaintance with authors apence authors were more likely to fulfill
after the meeting, only about a third of
parently was the main source of presuch requests. Graph C-3, however,
the social science manuscripts submitmeeting familiarity with the presentashows that the social scientist recipients ted (as compared to over 60 percent
tion material. The physical scientists
of copies read them less thoroughly than of the physical science manuscripts subreported such premeeting familiarity
more often than the social scientists
the physical scientist recipients did.
mitted) had been published.
did.
Two months after the meeting, only 80
The high rates of rejection and the
percent of the social science recipients, fact that their journals do not use a
Graph A-4 shows the percentages
of attendants who had heard authors
as compared to 93 percent of the physi- system of "page charges" (discussed
below) seem to account for much of
science recipients, had read the
make oral reports of their workcal
prior
copies they had requested.
to the meeting, and graph A-5 shows
the laggardness in the journal publicathe percentages of attendants who had
Comparison of the dissemination
tion process for social science authors.
read written reports of the work prior process before the meetings with the Graph A of Fig. 5 shows the perto the meeting. Few attendants in either information-exchange activities at, and centages of authors who had made
group assimilated much information
resulting from, the meetings suggests presentations at the meeting whose
from premeeting reports, and this is that, for the social scientists, the namanuscripts had been submitted to, but
hardly surprisingly, since such reports tional meeting served as an occasion
not accepted by, one or more journals
usually had been disseminated to small on which they devoted considerable
during the first year after the meeting.
audiences, often as much as 5 months
time and energy to establishing lasting Only about one physical scientist in
before the meeting.
informal contacts to compensate for eight, as compared to more than one
the ineffectiveness of their informal
Graph A-6 of Fig. 4 shows the persocial scientist in three, had had a
centages of attendants who had read
channels of communication prior manuscript
to
rejected.
abstracts of at least one of the samplethe meeting.
Graph B of Fig. 5 shows the per1170
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centages of presentation-based manuscripts accepted during the first year by

w~I;

A. Submitted Presentation-Based Manuscripts

Not Accepted by Journal of First Submission

journals levying page charges-that is,
requiring that publication costs be
B. Accepted Presentation- Based Manuscripts
shared by the authors or their instituAccepted by Journals Requiring "Page Charges"
tions. While physical scientists use this
system, so that the number of pages

I

C. Accepted Presentation- Based Manuscripts

their journals can publish is not strictly
Accepted by "Core" Journals
limited by annual publication budgets,
social scientists do not. As a result,
D. Presentation Material Not Destined for
more articles per year are published in Journal Publication

a physical science journal than in a

m

_..

I

_- _ NWI=)

I

0
I
m

I. Presentation Authors Not Planning Journal Publication of Their Material (One Year After Meeting)

social science journal. For the manuscripts submitted to social science journals this means accumulated lags and
delayed publication.

_

I

I

I

2. Presentation Authors Having Had Manuscripts

-

-

-

-

-

-

Jmm

~l

I

Rejected Who Abandoned Publication Plans

The diffuseness of their dissemination

process further complicates the socialE. Bases on Which Manuscripts Were Rejected

scientists' transfer of information into

the formal domain. Graph C of Fig. 5
shows the percentages of presentation-

based manuscripts accepted by "core"

1. Non-Accepted Manuscripts Rejected on Basis of
Inappropriateness of Subject-Matter

I

I

2. Non-Accepted Manuscripts Rejected on Basis of
Statistical or Methodological Grounds

journals during the first year after the
3. Non-Accepted Manuscripts Rejected on
meeting. Note that, while most of the
Theoretical or Interpretational Grounds

Basis of

FI

physical science manuscripts accepted
were accepted by "core" journals, only4. Non-Accepted Manuscripts Rejected on Basis of
Controversial Findings
a little over a quarter of the accepted
IL
80
0 20 40 60
social science manuscripts were acPercentage
cepted by "core" journals.
The number of journals that acceptFig. 5. Publication fate, 1 year af

bar) Physical sciences; (solid bar) social sciences.
presentation-based manuscripts within(Broken
a
year after a meeting indicates further
the diffuseness of this transfer process
for the social sciences: 108 journalsthe time of the meeting, to determineIn Fig. 5, graph D-1 shows the perwhether or not they knew of the later
centage of all presentation authors who
accepted 488 presentation-based physihad no plans to publish their work 1
publication. This study is continuing
cal science manuscripts; 107 journals ac-

for some disciplines, but evidence alyear after the meeting at which they
cepted 193 social science manuscripts.

had presented their work; more social
In other words, with the same number
ready gathered suggests that far more
scientists than physical scientists tended
physical scientists than social scientists
of journals and in the same length of
knew of the later publication. For exnot to plan journal publication at that
time, 212 times as many presentationbased physical science manuscripts ample,
as
86 percent of the main grouptime.
of Since so many social scientists'
manuscripts were rejected during the
physical scientists of the study knew
social science manuscripts were pubfirst year after the meeting, one might
of such publication, as compared to 46
lished. Thus, in the physical sciences
expect to find that the authors had
relatively few journals disseminate the
percent of the main group of social

bulk of the literature and the "core"

scientists.

abandoned publication plans by the end

Formal dissemination of material
of a year. Graph D-2 of Fig. 5 shows
journals annually publish large numbers of articles, whereas in the social
percentages of presentation authors
presented at a meeting does notthe
stop
submitted their work for publicaOver
sciences many journals disseminate the with initial journal publication. who

tion,
40had it rejected, and thereafter
literature and the "core" journals pub- 50 percent of the social science and
abandoned publication plans. The graph
lish relatively few articles. (The "core" percent of the physical science authors

that social scientists are not
in a
journals in each physical science disci- whose work had been published indicates
so easily discouraged from publishing
pline generally publish two to four
journal within a year after the meeting

their work in journals as one would explanned further formal dissemination.
pect. They seem, instead, to understand
how their system works and to apprecichose books or collections of papers
as the medium for further disseminaate the value of persistence when submitting work for publication.
tion, while about one-sixth of the physmay have use for the information conical scientists reported plans for writingBoth physical and social scientists apadditional articles based to some degreepear strongly motivated to disseminate
tained in the various journals, the difinformation about their work. Most
on material they had already published
fuseness of the publication process
makes it difficult for him to learn of its
authors of meeting presentations (over
in journals. Very few authors in either
60 percent) who were not planning
availability. After material.presented at group planned further informal dissemjournal publication cited the availability
a meeting had been published in jour-ination-for example, fewer than 2 perof their work in another form as their
nals, we contacted people who had re-cent planned further dissemination by
reason. However, physical scientists and.quested copies of presentation texts at way of technical reports.
times as many articles per year, rela-

tive to membership, as do the "core"
journals in any of the social science
disciplines.)
Although the typical social scientist

One-fourth of the social science authors
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social scientists differ with respect to
the media they choose as alternatives to
journals. The physical scientists choose
the technical report; the social scientists

nal of their first choice. Graph E-1 of
Fig. 5 shows that inappropriateness of
subject matter for the journal in question was the main reason given for re-

sciences is in an early stage of develop-

ment relative to that in the physical
sciences: the elements of the social sciences' communication structure are

jection. Emphasis on applied work in a relatively noncohesive; the flow of sciPublication of articles in "core" jourmanuscript submitted to a basic-re- entific information through the communication system follows less predictnals. In discussing transfer of informasearch journal was typical of what
tion from the informal to the formal
physical science journals considered able sequences; and the processing of
domain we have been dealing with
"inappropriate." In the case of social information for the archives appears
data concerning postmeeting publication
science journals the statement that sub- less efficient (more time-consuming,
of material presented at a meeting. We
ject matter was "inappropriate" was more haphazard, and more diffuse). Beoften an editorial euphemism, almost cause of this state of affairs in the social
gathered further data on this process in
studying the production of articles always
in
accompanied by additional rea- sciences, social scientists appear to
communicate more randomly than do
"core" journals. First, let us considersons for rejection. The remaining
how the scientists selected the journals
graphs of Fig. 5, part E, show examplesphysical scientists, whose communication system is more highly developed.
to which they submitted their work. of these reasons.
Most authors reported having seGraph E-2 shows the percentages ofThe eclectic ("soft") nature of the
social
lected a particular journal because it manuscripts rejected for statistical
or scientists' subject matter probably
contributes to this situation. For exreached an audience that seemed suitmethodological reasons. This is a reaable for their articles. Speed of pubson for rejection rarely given in the ample, social science authors and edilication appeared to rank next in
case of physical science manuscripts but tors disagree more often than physical
importance as a selection criterion, congiven one time in eight in the case of science authors and editors do on the
appropriateness of required revisions;
social science manuscripts.
stituting the basis for selection of a
Although the theoretical framework the editorial process in the social scigiven journal by one physical scientist
ences focuses more on the mechanics
in six but by only one social scientist of social science is not as well deof the
in 15. Since their publication process
lineated as that of physical science,
thework, such as statistical procedures and methodology, than on the
social scientists had manuscripts reinvolves long publication lags, one
might expect the social scientists to
jected on theoretical or interpretational controversiality of research findings;
make a point of selecting journals with grounds more often then the physical and whereas "core" journals in the
scientists did. Graph E-3 shows the per- physical sciences receive few manua view to overcoming this delay. But
scripts previously rejected elsewhere,
centages of manuscripts rejected on
publication lag apparently permeates
social science authors repeatedly resuch grounds.
the social science journal system so
cycle manuscripts rejected by "core"
thoroughly that social scientists do not Graph E-4 shows the main reason
even attempt to overcome it.
given (other than 'inappropriateness of journals and resubmit them to other
"core" journals.
Editorial policy is also a concern of subject matter) for the rejection of
authors, particularly of social scientists,physical science manuscripts. One re- In conclusion, the findings reported
of whom one in six selects a journal onjected physical science manuscript inhere strongly suggest that planners of
innovation in scientific communication,
this basis. It is not surprising, given
ten was rejected because its findings
especially planners who contemplate
their experience with rejection of manu- were controversial. This was the reason
patterning the communication system of
scripts, that social science authors pay editors gave least frequently for rejectone discipline after that of another,
particular attention to a journal's edi- ing social science manuscripts.
may be misled by the gross similarities
torial policy.
of the scientific communication process
Despite such caution, almost onefourth of the social science authors (as
for most disciplines. These similarities
Summary
can mask some important differences
compared to only one-twelfth of the
physical science authors) whose articles
between disciplines, and communication
Although composed of similar eleinnovations designed for one discipline
were published in "core" journals expe- ments and structured similarly, the
rienced rejection of the manuscripts at communications systems associated with may prove inappropriate and even damleast once before submitting them to thethe physical sciences and the social sci- aging for another.
journals that published them. Some ofences differ markedly with respect to
References and Notes
the authors of not-yet-accepted manu- the operation and use of these elements.
scripts (one social science author of
For both groups of disciplines, as in1. B. Glass and S. H. Norwood, in Preprints of
Papers for the International Conference on
such a manuscript in six, as compared formation flows through the system it
Scientific Information (National Academy of
to one physical science author in ten)
Sciences-National Research Council, Washingencounters lags and filtering, and much
choose the book.

withdrew manuscripts after submitting

of a scientist's communication behavior

they considered the revisions required
by editors inappropriate. Delay in edi-

factors. Because the lags and filtering
within each system differ in loci and

them for publication, usually because is an effort to compensate for these

torial action was not given as a major extent, the members of different discireason for withdrawing manuscripts; the plines adjust to them differently, and
physical scientists appeared more sen- the overall information flow patterns in
sitive to such delay than the social sci- the physical and in the social sciences

entists did.

differ.

Editorial rejection accounted for most The results of our studies suggest that
authors' failure to publish in the jour-scientific communication in the social

ton, D.C., 1958), pp. 185-188.

2. For an excellent review of this research, see
H. Menzel in Annual Review of Info-rmation
Science and Technology, C. Cuadra, Ed.
(Wiley, New York, 1966).
3. The nine scientific and engineering disciplines
considered in the study are represented by the
following societies. Physical sciences: American
Geophysical Union; American Meteorological
Society; Optical Society of America; American

Institute of Mining, Metallurgy, and Petroleum
Engineers. Social sciences: American Sociological Association; American Educational Research Association; Association of American

Geographers. Engineering sciences: American
Society of Heating, Refrigerating and AirConditioning Engineers; American Institute of
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Aeronautics and Astronautics. The findings
reported here were selected from a series of
studies in which data were collected on over

30,000 scientists, and the statistics presented
are averages (medians) of data collected in the
study of the social and physical sciences. Data

for the engineering sciences are not given, as

those studies are continuing. The American
Psychological Association (APA) has made
similar studies in the area of psychology. When
appropriate, we compared the APA data with
our data. Apparently the dissemination process
for psychology is similar to that for the social
sciences we studied.

4. In a study of authors of presentations at national meetings, the Center obtained data on
the journals to which these authors planned to
submit manuscripts based on their presentations. The Center made citation analyses based
on the journals mentioned most often and on

journals published by the societies sponsoring
the meetings. The Center analyzed references

found in the issues of these journals that had
been published during the previous 2 years,
and included analyses of references from the
journals most often cited in the first group
of cited references. This process was continued
for meetings of each of the nine societies of
the study until a point of diminishing returns
had been reached-that is, until the journals
that remained could not be considered to be

in the mainstream of the discipline's journal
literature. Such analyses, for the various disciplines in the Center's program, indicated that
(i) a small number of journals have a central,
or "core," position in the discipline's liter-

ature; (ii) a slightly larger number of journals
relate peripherally to this "core" literature;
and (iii) a large group of journals are loosely
associated with this "core" literature.

5. These were people reported by the authors to
be conducting work in the areas discussed in
their articles-that is, work deriving from the
authors' findings, stemming from the same con-

ceptual
ceptual or
or theoretical
theoreticalframework
framework
as as
their
their
work,
work,
attacking the same problems from different
points of view, stimulating their work, and so
on.

6. In its study of meeting attendants the Center
obtained a random sample of persons attending sessions at the meetings. In the questionnaire used to study this sample each attendant was asked about four sample presentations
that had occurred during the session in ques-

tion.
7. The Research and Studies Section of the Office
of Science Information Service of the Na-

tional Science Foundation (NSF-GN514) supported the work reported here. Kazuo Tomita,
Gayle Rummel, and Barbara Pajak contributed
significantly to the work reported, and Cheryl
Barnett helped to prepare the manuscript. Details of the work may be obtained from the
series of reports produced by the Johns Hopkins Center for Research in Scientific Communication.

Maoist news sources, the approach of
Liu Shao-chi and the technical experts
toward industrial wastes was to treat

The Mao Ethic and

Environmental Quality

these as "industrial 'garbage,'. .. [maintaining that] because they could not
be reused to produce large quantities of

valuable products, it would not pay to

utilize them. They [Liu followers] not
only threw away these valuable materials, but let them pollute the air and
Leo A. Orleans and Richard P. Suttmeier
rivers" (4). Thus "Liuism" has come
to represent a position of opposing the
comprehensive utilization of resources,
of relying on the opinions of experts,
and of being insensitive to environIt
It is
is only
onlyrecently
recently
that
that
apprehension
apprehension
the new "glamor industry," stating
mental pollution.
over
overthe
therapidly
rapidly
intensifying
intensifying
problems
problems
that American antipollution programs
Maoism, on the other hand, is first
of
of environmental
environmental
quality
quality
in the
in industhe are
indusa guise for further exploitation of
and foremost an ethic of frugality, of
trialized world has reached a point
the American people by "monopoly
"doing more with less." It is an ethic
where it has become obvious that solucapitalists" (3).
of self-reliance, but of self-reliance temtions will require much more money,
pered with the cooperation that theoeffort, and desire on the part of both
retically
results from the mobilization of
Setting for Chinese
government and people. It may come
all sectors of the society for given tasks.
as something of a surprise, therefore, Environmental Concerns
Maoism is an ethic of progress, but of
to find that as early as the 1st century
progress that relies more on the transThe fight against environmental conB.C. the Chinese Record of Rites of
formation of the Chinese masses than
the Elder Tai (1) warned against man's tamination in Communist China, which
on the directions and recommendations
polluting his environment, and that
has taken various forms over the years,
of a scientific and technological elite.
Communist China, at best only a parwas recently manifested in the ideoHence, progress and the resulting
tially industrialized nation, has shown
logical struggles of the now waning
changes
in the means of productionsome concern regarding questions of
Cultural Revolution-the struggle bethe
development
of new technologiesenvironmental quality for almost all of tween the all-powerful thoughts of Mao
are to remain under human control. It
the 20 years of its existence. Taking
Tse-tung and the black deeds of Liu
is therefore an ethic that appears to
great satisfaction in their professed ac-Shao-chi, the former President of the
make
technological development depencomplishments in this field, the ChinesePeople's Republic of China, who took
dent
on
social development, instead of
news sources have been quick to rethe "capitalist road." Liu, as politician
letting
social
development slip comport and comment on U.S. problems
and development strategist, has often
pletely out of phase with technological
of pollution, citing them as among the
been identified by the Maoists with
progress. As an environmental ethic,
more serious weaknesses of the capiChina's "bourgeois experts"-those
then, Maoism may seem very attractive
talist system. They even referred to
managers, engineers, and scientists
indeed to many of the citizens of the
President Nixon's State of the Union
whose positions in the technically oricomplex industrial societies of the West,
Message, commenting that he "helpented bureaucracy implied the emerwho are increasingly disturbed about
lessly wailed that [in 10 years] the so- gence of a technocratic elite. Thus it
the secondary and tertiary ecological
called 'pollution' problem in the United was not only Liu but also the "experts"
effects of their technologies.
States would 'become insoluble'" (2).
and all they represented in terms of ecoThey have also pointed to reports in
nomic growth and social modernization
Dr. Orleans is China research specialist at the
the Wall Street Journal that the producthat became subjects for attack during Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. Dr. Suttmeier is assistant professor of government at
tion of antipollution devices has become
the Cultural Revolution. According to
Hamilton College, Clinton, New York.
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